
RGB Capture configurations
The RGB Capture card plugs into one of the 870's front
peripheral slots. Thus its four input connectors are
accessible from the front of the chassis. An optional
rear-panel connector card plugs into the corresponding
rear I/O slot and provides an additional four input
connectors accessible from the rear of the chassis.
This card allows eight RGB input signals to be connected
simultaneously. Any of these eight signals can be routed
to the capture engine(s) on this RGB Capture card.

The RGB Capture card comes in either a single engine
model or a dual engine model. The single-engine card
can display one of the input signals in a window anywhere
on the display wall.The dual-engine model can display any
two of the input signals in windows on the display wall.
Each window operates independently and can be moved,
resized and iconified without affecting the other window.

Similarly, up to four RGB
Capture cards can be installed in
a single system providing up to
eight RGB Capture engines.
Each engine in a system
operates independently of the
others and can display any of its
input signals anywhere on the
display wall.

RGB Capture for the Jupiter 870 series

Display Wall Controller 

J
upiter Systems' RGB Capture card provides a key

display capability for the Jupiter 870 -- the ability to
capture the analog RGB output of any computer, to resize
the image and to display that image in a window on the
display wall.This bypasses problems of incompatible 
software and inappropriate image size to give the user
what he wants to see.

Jupiter’s RGB Capture is the solution where there is a
need to have a flexible way to bring an entire screen of
computer output onto the display wall, or where 
compatibility issues do not allow the application or
computer to display on the wall through more traditional
means. Displaying a laptop output for on-the-fly 
presentations, displaying Unix workstation output that is
not X Window System compatible, or showing a specific
operator’s entire screen on the display wall for training 
purposes are all perfect examples of how RGB Capture
can ease the integration of a Jupiter 870 series display
wall controller into any control room.

RGB Capture windows act like any other application
window on the display wall. They can be moved, resized
and iconified.They can span projector boundaries and
can be "on top" or "below" other windows. RGB Capture 
windows can be resized from the native resolution of the
input signal to very large or very small size and will be
refreshed at rates up to 60 times per second depending
on their size and the size of other RGB windows.

The RGB Capture card has four RGB input connectors so
four RGB input signals can be simultaneously connected.
An internal, high-bandwidth matrix switch allows any input
signal to be routed to either capture engine on the card.

The RGB Capture card supports input formats from
640x480 to 1600x1200 and refresh rates up to 85Hz.
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Mechanical/Electrical  
Form Factor 6U CompactPCI
Power consumption           20 watts (est.)
Hot swappable Yes
Max. number of boards 
per system 8

Input/Output
Inputs per board 8 HD15 Male inputs
Location of inputs              Front panel or front and 

back panel
Digitization engines 
per board 1 or 2
Supported signals 640x480 to 1600x1200          

at  up to 85Hz
Output color depth          16 bits per pixel
Max. number of RGB 
inputs per system 32
Max. number of RGB
windows per system          8
Input Signals                    RGB (sync on green), RGBS,

and RGBHV

Software Support
Operating system            Windows NT 4.0 or Red Hat         

Linux 6.2
Software interface           Windows or X Window

application, included

Specifications

Block diagram of the
RGB Capture Card

Operating range
Temperature                  0-40 degrees Centigrade
Humidity                       10-90% non-condensing
Altitude                     up to 10,000 feet

Regulatory
United States                 UL 1950 listed, FCC Class A
Canada                         cUL C22.2 No. 950
International                  IEC 950 compliant, CE Mark

CB Certificate & Report
(all member countries)

Note: Specifications subject to change without notice.
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